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20-Year System Evaluation - Peak Flows (PIF5)
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Problem Areas

A - Pinehurst Ct, topographic low point
B - N. Main St, downstream bottleneck
C - HWY240 LS, undersized pumps
D - Excess flows from HWY240
E - S. River St, undersized
F - Wynooski St, downstream bottleneck
G - Villa Rd, downstream bottleneck
H - Hess Creek, undersized and limited or no access to line
I - S. Springbrook Rd, undersized and topographic low point
J - Fernwood/Springbrook Rd, undersized

Buildout System Evaluation - Peak Flows (PIF5)
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Springbrook Road Alternatives
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South River Street Improvements
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Additional Improvements & Lift Station Consolidation
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2017 Smoke Testing Priorities
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Source: ESRI, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AEX, INRADA, IGN and the GIS User Community
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